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Read the text about the airport. For questions 1 - 5, match the 

paragraphs to the headings below. There is one heading you do not need.  

At the Airport

1. When travelers arrive at the airport the first thing they need to do is check-in. They
go to the check-in desk. They will need to have their ticket and passports ready to
show so that they can receive their boarding card.

2. Before taking the flight, all travelers have to go through security control. Hand
luggage is checked here by the X-ray machines. All the travelers must walk through
a metal detector, a machine that can tell if a machine goes through.

3. After the security check, the travelers wait in the departure lounge until their flight
is ready to leave. When it is time to go, the passengers go to the gate. They show
their boarding card to get on the plane.

4. During the take-off and landing, there are certain things that the passengers have
to do. First of all, they need to put their bags in the lockers. They also fasten their
seatbelt, put away their table and move their back to the upright position. During
the flight they can lean back their seat to rest.

5. After the plane lands, all the passengers get off the plane and head towards the
baggage reclaim area to get the luggage that they checked in. Next, all the travelers
go through customs. Finally, they will arrive at the meeting point in the arrival
lounge.

Check-in at the airport  Security Control  At the Arrival  Departures  On the plane 
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: Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

A great summer vacation 
 I just returned from the greatest summer vacation! It was so fantastic, I never wanted it 

to end. I spent eight days in Paris, France. My best friends, Henry and Steve, went with 

me.  We had a beautiful hotel room in the Latin Quarter, and it wasn't even expensive. 

We had a balcony with a wonderful view. We visited many famous tourist places. My 

favorite was the Louvre, a well-known museum. I was always interested in art, so that a
was a special treat for me. The museum is so huge, you could spend weeks there.
Henry got tired walking around the museum and said "Enough! I need to take a break 
and rest.” We took lots of breaks and sat in cafes along the river Seine. The Frenchar
food we ate was delicious. The wines were tasty, too. Steve's favorite part of the 

vac ation was the hotel breakfast. He said he would be happy if he could eat crois sats 
like those forever. We had so much fun that we're already talking about our next 
vacation!

Questions:

1- What city did they go to for their summer vacation?

a- Lyon b-Louvre c- Paris d- Latin

2- How long was the summer vacation?
a- Eight weeks b- Eight days c-One week d- Two  w eeks

What did their hotel room have?
a- A balcony
b-A refrigerator
c-A view of the metro
d-A bottle of wine

4- Who got tired walking in the Louvre museum?
a- Steve b-Harry c-Seine d-Henry

5) What did Steve enjoy the most?
a-The wine and the food
b-The cafes along the river Seine
c-The Latin Quarter and the balcony
d-The hotel breakfast and the croissants



Read the letter from Oasha to Maryam. For questions 6-10, choose the correct 
answer A, B or C. 

Hi Maryam,

Great news! My family is going on holiday to Hvar next month. I thought Hvar was in 
France or Italy, but I am wrong. Tl is in a country called Croatia. The people who come from 
there are called Croatians. Have you ever been there? I haven't, but I'm really excited about 
going. 

My cousin, Hessa, is living in Dubrovnik at the moment and she told me all about it. 
Dubrovnik is one of the biggest cities on the Croatian coa�t. She said that it will be summer 
when I arrive and that the weather will be hot and there will be a lot of sunshine. She said that 
Hvar is one of the biggest islands on the Croatian coast. It is the perfect place to go on holiday 
because it is great for sightseeing tours. 

Hessa said she often visits the Old Town in Dubrovnik and the islands just off the coast. 
She told me they are amazing. She has also been once to Split's Old Town to see the 
Diocletian's Palace. She told me that the palace is very old and that the seafront in Split is 
modem and exciting. She said she is really enjoying her time in Croatia. I can't wait to go. 

See you soon, Oasha 

6- Oasha is going to ...................................... on her holiday. 

a- !1aly b- France c-Croatia

7- Oasha's cousin thinks Hvar is a good place to visit be cause it is .......................... . 

a- great for sigh1seei11g tours b- the place with a lot of sunshine C-one of the biggest is land in Croatia

8- Oasha's cousin has been to .. ........................... ......... many times. 

a- Split b-Diocletian's Palace c- Dubrovnik's Old Town

9- Split's seafront is ..................................... . 

a- modern b- very old c- amazing

10 - Oas ha is writing a letter to Maryam because she wants ...... . ................. ...... ....... . 

a-her to go on holiday b- 10 1alk aboul her holiday c-her cousin 10 visil bolh of them 



 The Weather in the UAE 

Read the text about the weather in the UAE. For questions 11 -15, choose the 
correct answer True (T), False (F) or Not Given (NG). 

The climate of the UAE is a desert climate with hot summers and cool winters. Most of 
the days are warm and sunny. However, in the middle of the summer, in July and August, it is 
very hot. 

In the UAE, summer season starts in late May and lasts until September. The 
weather is hot with temperatures that can reach up to 45°C. During the winter season an 
average daytime temperature is 25°C. The maximum temperature is about 30°C, while the 
minimum temperature is around l 5°C. The UAE's climate is very dry. There are sometimes 
sandstorms, but it almost never snows. It rains mostly during the winter period. The UAE has 
an average of 5 rainy days in a year with the occasional and short showers of rain. 

The most pleasant time to visit and travel around the UAE is during the winter 
season. The winter season in the UAE is from October to March. This weather is perfect for 
sightseeing and free time outdoor activities. The spring and autumn months can also be great 
times to visit the UAE. During the spring months, from March to May, the temperature rises. 
During autumn months, starting from September, the temperature begins to fall steadily. 

11 -The UAE's desert climate has cool summers and colder winters. 

a- True OFalse c- Not Given

12 - July and August are in the middle of the summer in the UAE. 

Q. True b- False c- Not Given

13 - An average summer temperature in the UAE is 35°C. 

a- True b- False QNotGiven 

14 - The spring months are the best time to visit the UAE. 

a- True QFalse c- Not Given

15 - The UAE has the most visitors in September. 

a- True b- False c- Not Given



Many people think that free time activities are important after 
studying or working hard. Some people believe that it is 
important to just relax, while others think that we should still 
work on making ourselves better.

In a recent survey, 1,000 young people answered questions 
about what they like to do in their free time. Around 60% of 
these young people said that they prefer outdoor activities. 
Around 30% of them said that they like staying indoors. Only 
10% of people could not decide because they said that they 
like both.

When we asked about free time spent indoor, 50% of 
people we asked liked reading. Nearly 30% of young people 
liked writing poetry and 20% liked writing stories. Nearly 
seventy-five per cent of people that prefer spending their 
free time outside, said that they love to play sports. A 
quarter of the people said that their favourite activity is to 
have a picnic. Half of the people asked chose walking in 
the park at the weekends as their second favourite activity.
10 Marks 

Read the text. For questions 1 - 5, choose the correct answer A, B or C. 

1 - 5 10.00 Marks 

What is the best title for this text? 

1. Free time Activities
2. Relaxing Activities
3. Indoor Activities

_________ people think that relaxing is most important. 

1. Some



2. Other
3. Many

_________ of young people like outdoor activities. 

1. 10%
2. 30%
3. 60%

_________ of young people like to read during their free time. 

1. A quarter
2. Half
3. Three quarters

Nearly_________ of young people like playing sports. 

1. 25%
2. 50%
3. 75%

Hello Moza,

I would like to go to Egypt and visit Cairo. I want to see famous 
places like the Pyramids in Giza, the Egyptian Museum and Cairo 
Tower. My cousin Norhaine lives there at the moment. She said 
Cairo is one of the biggest cities in Africa, and it is the perfect 
place to go on holiday because it is great for sightseeing tours.

My older sister Salma said that she would be happy to join us 
when we visit Cairo, but she wants to visit Alexandria first. Nature 
and the sea there are beautiful. However, she would really like to 
go to see the Pharos. The Pharos is a tall tower built between 
285 and 247 BCE. Many people call it the Lighthouse of 
Alexandria. It was built on the Island of Pharos in Alexandria. She 
said that they learnt about it at school.



Where would you like to go?

Your best friend, Noor 

Read the letter from Noor to Moza. For questions 6-10, choose the correct answer A, B or C. 

1 - 5 

10.00 Marks 

Noor wants to go to_________ on her holiday. 

1. Cairo

2. Alexandria

3. the Island of Pharos

Noor’s cousin thinks Cairo is a good place to visit because _________. 

1. It is the perfect place to go on a holiday.

2. It is one of the biggest cities in Africa.

3. It is great for sightseeing tours.

Noor’s sister does NOT want to go to_________ first. 

1. Cairo

2. Alexandria

3. the Island of Pharos

Noor’s sister would like to see the _________ in Alexandria. 

1. sea

2. nature

3. Pharos



The ancient Olympic Games began in Greece in 677BCE.It took place every four years. The 
first game was running race that took one day, then the games took five days with There was  
a big ceremony at the first day and the last day. Some of these events are wrestling, boxing, 
horse races, chariot races .The athletes trained for ten months before the game and the 
winner received money only never worked again. Spectators travelled far to watch it.They 
didn’t take any medal or prizes. The modern Olympic Games began in 1896. It includes sailing, 
surfing, weight lifting and shooting with medals for the winners in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. 
The five Olympic Games rings represents the five continents. Nowadays, there are Paralympic 
Games for disabled people. Women allowed to compete
A:Read the text then answer the question   (5 marks)
3-The main purpose of the text is …….
A) to compare between the ancient and modern Olympic Games
B- to explain  a sport event in the stadium
c- to explain the importance of sport

2- The modern Olympic Games began in
A) 776Bcc   B) 1896   c) 1986
3-THE Olympic Games are held every …………………. years
A) ten b) four      c) five
4- The big celebration was in the …………………………..
A) first day only    b) five days   c) in the beginning and the last day
A) The five rings represents …………………………. 
A) five medal B) five days C) five continents
B- Vocabulary: Complete the sentences using the words from the box: (5 marks)

1- Someone who is good at sport is called…………
2- People who watch the sport events are called……………..
3- I train hard to win in the ………………………
4- The ……………….games are Olympic Games for disabled people.
5- He is the best athlete in the running race, he breaks the ……………

/ world record /competition / Paralympic/ athlete/spectators 



Read about how students help others. For questions 1 – 7, choose A, B or C. 
There is one example.  

Helping Others 
A 
My friends and I are having a bake sale to raise money for charity. I am not good at 
baking, but I am a very good sales person. Fatma and Alya make the best cakes, so 
people will buy them quickly. Last year, we had a bake sale, and everyone loved the 
cakes. It was a sad day for me, because there were not enough cakes for me to buy 
one. I won’t let that happen again. This year, I will be the first person to buy a cake. 
And this year, we hope to donate twenty percent more money to charity.  

B 
Yousef and I have been asked to volunteer at the children’s hospital. The children 
are very sick, but they still need to learn and play like other children. Our teacher 
said that because we are good students, we can help them with their studies. He 
also said that we’re not just there for homework help. Being in the hospital makes 
children feel sad, so we should also help them to have fun. My dad is so happy we 
are doing this. He says that it’s important to give our time to help people in need.  

C 
We have so much. We have more food than we need, and so many people in the 
world are hungry. My class decided to collect donations to help the poor and donate 
twenty boxes of food to charity. We are asking everyone to bring in food. We made 
posters, and we went to each classroom and talked to everyone about what it really 
means to be hungry. After only two days, we have collected eighteen boxes of food. 
Everyone in my class is happy because we have helped everyone in our school to 
think about the needs of others.  

EXAMPLE: Who is raising money for charity? A B C

A B C 

A B C 

A B C 

A B C 

A B C 

A B C 

1. Who is working with everyone in their class?

2. Who is working with two friends?

3. Who is making children happy?

4. Who is helping people to change the way they think?

5. Who is giving their time?

6. Who hopes to donate more than last year?

7. Who needs to collect more donations? A B C 



Read this article about a survey. For questions 8 – 14, choose the correct word or number 
from the box to complete each sentence. There is one word that you do not need.  

There is one EXAMPLE.  

Survey: How We Use Computers 

Technology is everywhere. It is in our homes and in our schools. Some people say that we 

use computers too much. Some people say that we should use them more. These are just 
two opinions. But what is the truth? How much do we really use them? And what do we use 

them for?  

We surveyed 1,470 middle school students to find out how much they use computers, and 

why they use them. The results are interesting.  

According to the survey, all 1,470 middle school students use computers at school and at 
home. We asked them how many hours they spend on the computer in a week. 53% said 

that they spend 3-15 hours each week on the computer. 37% said that they spend 16-25 

hours on the computer each week. Only 1% said 0-2 hours, and 9% spend more than 25 
hours per week on the computer.  

Finally, we wanted to know why middle school students use computers. Do they send 
emails? Do they study? Do they play games? Only 2% said that they send emails, but 98% 

said that they use the computer to study and play games.  

Are students using computers for good reasons? According to the survey, 78% of students 
spend 90% of their computer time studying. We think this is good news.   

emails more opinions Technology 3-15 

middle computers 9% surveys 

Example: Technology is in our homes and schools. 

8. There are two ___________ about how much we use computers.

9. Almost fifteen hundred _____________ school students were surveyed.

10. 100% of students use _____________.

11. More than half of the students surveyed said that they spend ___________ hours on

the computer each week.

12. ___________ of students spend 25+ hours each week on the computer.

13. Very few students send ____________.

14. Nearly all students spend ____________ time studying than playing games.



School free time          sport 



Read the text then write( T) for true or ( F) for false  



Mona is going to make a survey, but she needs some help. 
Match the titles in the box to the advice (A-E) to help her.

Asking the questions__ Choosing the topic __ Deciding who to ask __ 

Writing the questions __ Understanding the results __ 

A B C 

Choose an interesting 
topic. Don't make a 

survey about somethirig 
that no one knows 

about. 

Choose people who 
c:on onswP.r yrnir 

questions. 

Make the questions 
simr,IR. YRs/No (1l1Astiom 

are a good option. 

D 

Be polite and don't 
ma<e the survey too 

ong. 

E 

Put the answers into a 
table. I hey will be easier 

to understand. 

Read the advice again. Decide if the sentences are true (T) or false (F). 

Yes/No questions are not good questions for surveys. T 

2 Make your survey very long. T 

3 Always choose a topic that people know about. T 

4 It's not important who you ask. T 

5 Put your answers in graphs/pie charts when you finish. T 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 



Read the text then answer the questions



Read a text about Sultan’s holiday then answer the questions



Read the email. What extreme weather does Maurice talk about? • • 
Hi Abdullah, 

How are you doing? I'm happy you are coming to Virginia Beach next month to visit me. I can't 
wait! The weather here is rainy, so you need to bring an umbrella. It will be warm, but not hot. 
Sometimes it's windy so you should bring a jacket, too. Sometimes there is extreme weather 
here. Last year there was a very big storm and we had to leave the city! I don't think that will 
happen again. 

See you soon, 

Maurice 

Read the email again. Decide if the sentences are true (T) or false (F). 

The weather in Virginia Beach is snowy. T F 

2 Abdullah should bring an umbrella. T F 

3 The weather will be cold. T F 

4 Abdullah shouldn't bring a jacket. T F 

5 Last month there was a big storm. T F 



Grammar: Choose the correct answer



9. __ you o teacher?
A Do
B Are
C Is

10. __ your sister like school?
A Do
B Does
C Is

11. __ do you live?
A Who
B Where
c When

12. do you like lo do in your free time?
A Who
B Where
C What

13. is your favorite family member�
A Who
B Where
c When

14. is your birlhdayi
A Who
B Where
C When

15. This is __ pencil.
A my
B me
C you

16. This is __ cat.
A Hanan's
B Hanan
C Hanans'

17. My name ls Mohamed. 
A cousins
B cousins'
C cousin's

18. My names are Fatima. Aisha and Mah'a. 
A sisters'
B sisters
C sister's





29. The students ore not __ .
A listen
B listens 
C listening

30. Where do you toke __ your shoes?
A off
B on
Cup

31. Put __ your jacket. it's cold in here.
A off
B on
Cup

32. This dress would look perfect on you! Try ii __ .
A off
B on
Cup

33. When do you dress __ ?
A off
B on
Cup

34. English exam is __ thon Moths exam.
A easy
8 easier
C eosyer

35. English exam is the
A easy
B eosyest
C easiest

exam I hod in this semester. 

36. My brother is _ _  than me. 
A older
B old
C oldest

37. My brother is the __ sibling I have.
A older
8 old
C oldest

38. This movie is than the previous one. 
A more interesting
B interesting
C interestinge<



39. My mom is the __ mom in the whole world.
A beoutifulest
B most beautiful
C more beautiful

40. Sikes are than cars. 
A smoll
B smaller 
C smallest

41. Dubai moll is than Manor moll. 
A big
B biger
C bigger

42. Dubai moll is the
A biggest
B bigger
C bigest

in theUAE. 

43. Jewelry __ mode of gold.
A are
8 is
C do 

44. Rings __ mode of gold.
A ore
B is
C do

45. Noora __ to stay at home.
A have
8 is
C hos

46. They boys __ to oo to school.
A have
B hod
C hos

47. Next summer, I ___ to tfove-1 to New Zeolond.
A c"'IMOnino
B will
C hos

48. She ___ to visit 1-.ef gro,)drno ne,d week.end.
A omgoing
B i�Qnino
C aregoing

.. ,._ we c,,re, g - 19 to ___ ae,cmt.a biod.. 
... .eat 
!II e<:!fts 
C cne 

!$IO.. I ao l.eerve- cl � 
A ha""" 
e ocm 
C ha,; 



Read about three people and circle the correct answer



- -- -- - - -, - - - -- - -- - -·
Read the sentences and circle the correct answers, the or nothing (X). 

(The/ XJ United Arab Emirates is next to (the/ X) Saudi Arabia. 

2 (The/ X) Uwa Oasis is in (the/ X) Abu Dhabi. 

3 (The / XJ UAE has seven emirates. 

4 Abu Dhabi is bigger than (the / XJ Dubai. 

5 The smallest emirate is (the/ X) Ajman. 

Complete the sentences with a/an, the, or nothing (X). 

I would like to visit ___ UAE. I want to go to Sheikh Zayed Grand 
Mosque. 

2 Last summer I went to Oman. I visited amazing beach there. 
3 Next week I'm going to Paris. I want to see Eiffel Tower. 
4 I want to go to Kenya. You can see elephants there. 
5 This year I'm going to UK. I'm going to stay in London. 

Complete the sentences with a/an, the, or nothing (X). 

I would like to visit ___ UAE. I want to go to ___ Louvre Museum. 
2 Last summer I went to Mexico. I visited ___ amazing beach. 
3 Next week I'm going to visit ___ China. 
4 I want to go to ___ Australia. 
5 This summer I'm going to ___ US. I'm going to v·sit ___ New York. 

Read the sentences and circle the correct word. 

The weather is sunny so I but it isn't hot. 

2 Saif is going to Australia. He should take sandals but I and sunglasses. 

3 It is raining outside, so / because I need an umbrella. 

4 Amy is excited so I because she is going to Dubai in the summer. 
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